Elsa is an authoring platform and offers more than a manuscript submission system. It makes it easier for you to deliver what is needed by combining the best elements of a collaborative authoring tool with Elsevier specifications.

**Focus on writing, not formatting**

- Formats your chapter as you write, freeing you up to focus on writing
- References are automatically formatted and can be uploaded via a reference manager
- Elsa auto-numbers the Table of Contents, references, callouts, figures, tables, boxes, equations
- Content in a Word document can be uploaded and then edited
- The Print Preview feature shows you what the chapter may look like in print

**Collaborate**

- Track changes shows who changed what, where, and when
- Send comments and reply directly in the chapter to co-authors and Elsevier staff
- Helps with version control: Pass a manuscript to another colleague without worrying about keeping track of versions, edits in emails, or document sharing repositories

**Increase Discoverability**

- Tagging keywords makes a chapter easier to discover on Elsevier platforms and search engines after publication
- Elsa suggests keywords to help authors pick the most relevant ones

**Stay Organized**

- Elsa lets you know immediately you have a new assignment; see all your assignments and status in one place
- Privacy controls ensure no changes are made to the content while you are writing
- Dashboards show the progress of chapters and project in real time, helping you to manage deadlines
- The Publishing Assistant tool helps you to get everything right first time (e.g. it checks for missing references) ensuring the manuscript meets the submission requirements, saving you time